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Gold, medalist Michael Phelps was suspended
by USA Swimming for three months after a
photograph in which Phelps was inhaling from
a marijuana-pipe went public, according to
ESPN.com. Phelps also will lose his contract with .
Kellog's, w . f i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | t t h e end of February,
because hl,s^M^ns were not "consistent with
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Dr. Vernon Whaley injured in
severe automobile accident
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^ ^ ^ f f l f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m e first time Wickliam •.Liberty,'and w a s ' l a f e p l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f s h i p team at
^ ^ ^ ^ i l e ; at- Liberty He performed as an opener ^ ^ ^ ^ » ^ h e - l a t e t s i g n c d with ^\jJiJd^&C?Av!3^^
to^0^^^^^^^^^^^^
fer MercyMe and Audi^^^Bl^^&College for a vhas now circled back
perform a concert.
Wickham grew upiVjl^^puciiiK or nwslfiajMji^
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when she was, only six years old. She began to lead
worship'for her church while she was in high school, at the Lahaye Student wffilf|||5|
according'to her Web site, meredithandrews.com.
Contact Danielle Talbert at
Andrews graduated from Liberty with degrees in
detaibert@Ilibertx.edu:
family and childhood development and worship.

ll||l|§i|^S'-v'Our fast'^^^^^raicm* the
competition.: Our goal, like' this year, is
to increase awareness' and encourage
participation, and, we did just that," Sheri
Pruitt, Facilities Assistant Manager, said.
This competition includes 510 different
universities from across ' the country.
The program began in Ffeb. 2001 by Ed
Newman from" Ohio University and Stacy
:
• Edmonds WheelerfromMiami University,
according, to reCyclemania.com. Both
wanted:to see- their colleger get involved'
with, recycling. The competition became
; • more popular in 2002 and 2003 when the
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r ^ ^ f e r i i a p a t m g doubled.
Each sch^^^lfe.'competihg'forUO;
weeks Fai.h* j\e^thV?^oV>l-uill'"icp^Jt£
the amount that it has r e e y g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S
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^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K r i n g with.the project to
make this <.omj.7etition possible lj^-'JJjMj®?
Bflffiffl^prations,. the=f^^^^partment,
the -transportation. department and the
.©rn'c.e'MStvdentLeadership. r .
^ ^ ^ ^ c l m g is a'great opportunity to help
both the economy and envirorirn^B|^f
a way to be a good steward of the material
^^^ j h^^^^Misv'With," Amber||ykag
;8||||Mire< toi toi thii!rt^iegotJifB3?nt»
^^^'er^^^^^^P
^ ^ ^ a d i h ^ ^ r o C t h e ob\ mus-.bp'iiiisesof "recyclirlg^^^^^^feftreasons for
Liberty to partiam^^K
"The benefits include additional income'
llillllpfrpm recycled materials and
lower landfill fees charged by the City-of
Lynchburg. Smdentsl^^Sopportunity
to participa|||p|lhis program benefitting
^ffi^ald^iLiberty,,' J.O. Renalds, I the
P^^^gfield^operations, said.
|||i|||||sidence hall had collection boxes
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p n » p u t their reGyelable
^^^Mff'Each.hall is encouraged^^^H
^ ^ ^ S f v p o n Advocate (CA) who will
go arovmdit^^Bflfese boxes and collect
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p D i a s take the
^^^^pi'aterials to the nearby recycling

See RECYCLE on A2

Symposium commemorates Darwin's birth with imposing theory
Matthew Coleman
NEWS REPORTER

Charles Darwin's 200th birthday is
being celebrated this February, and to
present an alternative Viewpoint:-.one
which focuses oh creation—Liberty
invited a number of world-renowned
scientists and Intelligent Design (ID)
advocates to speak on campus and at
the annual Law Review Symposium.
Held last Friday in the Law School's
Supreme Courtroom, the event offered
the guests a chance to voice their beliefs
ibout ID and evolution and specifically
how it should be handled in the public
school system.
Among the speakers invited
to Liberty was world-renowned
biochemist, Dr. Michael Behe. Once
Director of Center for Worship and Chairman of the a proud Darwinian evolutionist, he
Department of Worship and Music Studies needs is professor of biological sciences at
prayer as he heals from a head-on collision Sunday. Lehigh University in Pennsylvania. It
was science that drove him to question
Due to extensive damage on his left leg, he will have
Darwinism. After he was a tenured
to undego surgery. His estimated recovery time is six associate professor he read, 'Evolution:
A Theory in Crisis," written by Michael
weeks. -Faculty Chaplain Dr. David Beck

Denton, an agnostic geneticist. The
book made him angry that he had never
been taught theflawsin Darwinism.
Today, Behe is one ofleading advocates
and authors.in support of ID. Not
satisfied with simply disagreeing with
the theory of evolution, Behe actively
tries to discredit the theory.
Behe relies on a number of concepts
such as irreducible complexity. This
belief states that it would be impossible
for something complicated to gradually
evolve through minor changes over
time.
"The evolutionary production of
something like (the eye) by numerous,
successive and slight modifications
seems very, very difficult to envision,"
Behe said.
Behe spoke during convocation,
appeared with the Founder of Liberty
Counsel, and law school Dean Mat
Staver on the radio program Liberty
Live and gave a speech during the
dinner that concluded the symposium
'
events .
"He was very passionate about what

VIEWPOINTS - Scientists present differing opinions a t symposium.

he said," junior Cathren Clements said. Rep. Alan D. Hays, Professor Arnold
And he tried to break it down for those H. Loewy, Casey Luskin, Edward H.
Sisson and Professor Jay D. Wexler.
who are not scientists."
In addition to Behe, the Law School
See SYMPOSIUM on A2
symposium included Professor Johnny
R. Buckles, John H Calvert, Florida
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Handgun, rifle range coming soon
Kerrah Kemmerer
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

For students who enjoy peering through the
scope 6f a rifle during hunting season or who
desire to improve their shooting technique
with handguns, there is now an opportunity to
sharpen their skills. Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr.
announced this week in convocation
that students would
nowhaveaccess
^
to
Liberty's
firearm ranges.
The ranges,
which
are
predominantly
used
to train
Liberty's
police
officers, are located
on
Gun
Range
Road across from
the Liberty village.
They cover about five
acres of land combined
One range will be used
for shooting handguns,
and the other will be for
• rifle use, according to
Lee Beaumont, director of
auxiliary services.
On-campus
students
will be required to store their
weapons
with the Liberty University Police Department
(LUPD). Commuters are permitted to keep
their firearms, but they must be unloaded and
kept in the trunk of their vehicle, according to
the Liberty Journal.

The issue of safety is crucial for this new
student activity. A mandatory safety course
will be held on Feb. 20 from 6-10 p.m. On
site training will take place Feb. 21. Additional
courses will be scheduled as needed.
"No one will have access to the range
without the safety course,"
Beaumont said.

"There will be
a fully-trained LUPD officer
there during the shooting times,'and there are
going to be a number of rules that need to be
followed. When you are dealing with firearms it
is imperative to have safety protocols and require
participants to follow those protocols."
Disciplinary action will be taken against
students who do not follow the rules

implemented by the university.
Individuals who are found with a firearm on
university property and off-campus students
with improperly stored firearms will face LUPD
disciplinary protocol, according to
the Liberty Journal.
For approved participants,
the ranges will be available two
days a week from 1 p.m. to dusk.
A maximum of five students
will be permitted on the
shooting line at a given time.
Additional shooting times
will be added as demand
increases.
Liberty will provide
i targets such as bull'seyes and silhouettes,
but
students
will
be responsible for
providing
their
own weapons and
ammunition,
according
to
PR Beaumont.
Access to the
range can be arranged
by signing up by phone, e-mail
or in person at the LUPD office on North
Campus. Requests must be made 24 hours
in advance. The supervisor will be on site for
safety measures as well as to assist students with
shooting technique, according to Beaumont. All
participating students must be members of the
Liberty Gun Club.
Contact Kerrah Kemmerer at
kkemmerer@liberty.edu.

Price is right for student
skiing at Wintergeen
Amanda Baker
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Skiing down a powdery-fresh
ski slope has never been more
freeing. Du* to a cut in lift ticket
prices, students can enjoy a snowfilled day at a fraction of the regular
price.
Liberty's
student
center
began selling lift ticket vouchers
at discount student prices last
Tuesday for the remainder of ski
season, courtesy of Wintergreen
Resort.
Wintergreen, an all-season
recreation center in central
Virginia, has partnered with
Liberty to provide student lift
tickets for outdoor enthusiasts.
Student prices include any
midweek non-holiday single
session for $35 and a weekend
single session for $50, giving
students a 25 percent cut from the
window (regular) prices of $47
and $65, respectively.
If Students obtain a voucher,
they need to be serious about
using it.
"If a student buys a voucher
and does not use it, it can not
be returned to Wintergreen for
credit," Jay Roberts, vice president

RECYCLE

SYMPOSIUM

Continued from A1

Continued from A1
The guests spoke on the viability of ID and
the ways it could be presented in a public school
class without escalating into a religious debate.
While each of the speakers had a different
view on the subject matters presented, the
general consensus was that ID was the correct
theory.
"When you put (the tacts) together, you say,
'this didn't happen by chance,'" Sisson said. "No
way it happened by chance."
Because ID is seen as a predominately
religious belief, it is generally not accepted by the
scientific community, according to Sisson.
"A lot of (scientists) see this as battle of reason
versus emotion, and the religious side sees it as
the people of religion against the diluted ones,"
Sisson said. "Why aren't people talking about
the actual science?"
The problem that surfaces between the two
theories is that they are only theories. While there
is evidence supporting both sides, neither one
can be proven with anything beyond theoretical
evidence, according to Calvert. Science is
supposed to be objective, unbiased and open to
the truth, he said. Given that evolution is merely
a proposed theory for the earth's existence, just
like ID, it should not be the only theory taught in
public schools. Teachers should be permitted to
give the facts on both sides, and make sure that
students know that there is a lot of information
that is still unknown.
"The present paradigm which restricts
explanation ot natural causes is a paradigm
that does not inform," Calvert said. "It restricts
explanation to a particular viewpoint, and that is
a program ot indoctrination."
The speakers at the symposium generally

"I want to be involved to better
the environment and to make it
less stressful on the guys to recycle,
because if someone doesn't do
it then it might not get done,"
Michael Brown, the CA on East
27, said.
Last year, the school had a
variety of different issues getting
the project off" the ground. They
had some difficulties by not having
the equipment necessary, as well as
having some problems getting the
students actively involved in the
program.
"I felt like I was helping to make
a difference. It was difficult at times
getting girls on the hall motivated
to recycle," senior Katie Kiser said.

said.
lathis manner, both sides ofthe argument can
be presented without it turning into a religious
debate, according to Buckles.
Overall, the speakers and their messages were
well received by the members of the audience.
Among those pleased with the symposium's
results was Dean of the Liberty University
School of Law, Mat Staver.
" Liberty is the epicenter to speak truth on every
issue around the world, 'this ID event is one way
Liberty is leading the charge to communicate
our message to the world," Staver said. "The
symposium went better than expected. It is the
kickotf of the Intelligent Design month."
"This symposium highlights Liberty's unique
mission to bring the truth of the
origins of life to the academic world.
We bring the discussion that some
fear to the rest of the world," Staver
said.
"It was very enlightening (and) 1
liked
the selection of the speakers,"
1971 UNIVERSITY BLVD. LYNCHBURG, VA 24506 (434) 582-2124
sophomore Pierce Brown said. "They
all differed, not fundamentally, but it
gave you the full argument."
"I have learned more in the last tew
Faculty Advisor Deborah Huff
POLICIES & INFO
hours about ID and evolution than
Ad Director Ben Lesley
I have in my entire life," freshman
The Champion encourages commuJoshua
Hendricks said.
nity member to submit letter to the
Editor in Chief Amanda Baker
agreed that ID should be taught in schools
with the facts and implications of both sides
presented so students can make up their own
minds about the matter.
Both theories are subject to challenge, and
students should be allowed to choose based on
tacts presented, Loewy said.
Not talking about each theory and simply
assuming one or the other is correct, as America
tends to do now, creates problems as well,
Buckles said. Instead of promoting intelligent
thought and the desire to seek out the truth,
each side clams up and ignores any argument
contrary to its belief
"Let's go back to the tradition where we really
foster freedom and diversity of thought," Buckles
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"Some people felt that recycling
was only for 'tree huggers,' but the
Bible calls us to be good stewards
to this planet."
Randy Johnson,
Liberty's
grounds department manager,
explained that students getting
involved is a key part of the
project.
"The amount of recycled
material would increase if the
residential students would help by
taking their recyclables to central
recycle centers. This means the
students must contribute a bit of
work themselves, by sorting and
carrying it to the centers. The cost
of the labor if done in house by
staff would far exceed benefits of
the whole project," Johnson said.
Contact Mandi Forth at
ajforth@liberty.edu.
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editor on any subject. Letters should
not exceed 400 words and must be
typed and signed. The deadline is
5 p.m. Friday. Letters and columns
that appear are the opinion of the
author solely, not the Champion editorial board or Liberty University.

of mountain operations at
Wintergreen, said.
The resort offers a variety of
recreation options, including "45
holes ofchampionship golf on two
courses, exhilarating winter skiing,
snowboarding and snowtubing,
an award-winning tennis program,
a full-service spa ... hiking,
fly fishing, horseback riding,
swimming and mountain biking,"
according to the Wintergreen Web
site.
Wintergreen is located in
Wintergreen, Va. on Route 644,
spanning 11,000 acres of the Blue
Ridge Mountains, according to
the Wintergreen Web site. It is 90
minutes from Richmond, Va. and a
three-hour drivefromWashington,
D.C. and North Carolina. For more
information about the resort, visit
wintergreenresort.com. For more
information about the student
voucher opportunity, contact
Chris Misiano at cjmisiano(S>
liberty.edu.

6800 Souti"
140th St
Miami, FL 3:
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UNVEILED - Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr. stands with Dave Young (left) and Ernie Rogers
before the unveiling of the Wall of Fame, pictured at right.

Pilots honored with flying colors in food court
Daniel

Martinez

NEWS REPORTER

'Hie interior of the Hangar Food Court
was designed with pilots in mind. Models
of airplanes - some a few feet in length hang from the ceiling, while windsocks
and actual airplane propellers share wall
space with framed articles about famous
aviators and framed aerial snapshots of the
Liberty campus throughout its years of
development.
And as of Wednesday, Feb. 4, with the
unveiling of its new Wall of Fame, the
Hangar pays its greatest tribute to aviators
by honoring the first step in the lives and
careers, of some of Liberty pilots.
"Aviation has always been an important
part of Liberty University and Tliomas
Road Baptist Church," Dave Young, the
Dean of the School of Aeronautics, said
to an assembled crowd just before the
unveiling at 2 p.m. "This goes back to Dr.
Falwell's traveling around the country to
preach. Without aviation, he wouldn't

have been able to spread the messages he . When the young aviators were ready,
they were able to fly the craft - Liberty's
had on his heart at that time."
When Young spoke, a large orange-and- student-training aircraft is a 4-seater
white parachute covered the wall behind Cessna 172 - by themselves on their first
him. Shortly after speaking on behalf of the solo flight. Once their flight is complete,
School ofAeronautics, which was officially that much-tugged tail of their shirt is cut
christened in August, Young mentioned oft, adorned with the pilot's name, the
the 260 Liberty students are currently
enrolled in aviation courses. He reminded
It allows aviation students
the spectators of the way Liberty's former
the chance to show their
department of aviation has flourished
accomplishments to the
since its inception six years ago, and then
student body as a whole.
launched into an explanation of an old but
relevant tradition.
-Ernie Rogers
When young aviators, such as the
Liberty students who fly at the Lynchburg
Regional Airport throughout the semester,
first learned to fly, they ride in tandemseating aircraft with the instructor behind
them. When they encountered problems type of craft, the date, place and time of
or began flying incorrectly, the instructor the flight, and was displayed proudly. This
would often tug on the tail of their shirt tradition has existed since the beginning
to get their attention since the noise of days of powered aircraft flight.
the craft's engine often renders talking ' Once Young was finished speaking,
Chancellorjerry Falwell Jr. said a few words,
impossible.
and, shortly afterward, the parachute was
pulled down to reveal nine differentlycolored shirttails hanging on the wall. The

a
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Tim Mattingly
Obesity is a viral epidemic — Dr.
Nik Dhurandhar can prove it. Ten
years and countless hours in the
Pennington Biomedical Research
Center support it. America, meet
adenovirus-36 (Ad-36),an infectious
viral strand linked to obesity.
Ad-36 is highly contagious and
spreads like the common cold.
Something as simple as a sneeze
can cause the obesity-enabling virus
to spread from one individual to
the next, according to a Fox News
report.
To shift the science into
perspective, an average of 300,000
people suffer "premature" deaths
due to complications from obesity,
according to the Surgeon General.
"We're not saying that a virus is the
only cause of obesity, but this study
provides stronger evidence that
some obesity cases may involve viral
infections," Dhurandhar's colleague,
Dr. Magdalena Pasarica, said in a
WebMD article.
Currently, there is no cure for
Ad-36 but Dhurandhar and his
colleagues are in the process of
developing a vaccine for the vir(us.(
The hope is that one day, through
research, science and medicine will
be able to "block the virus at the
point of infection."
' I here are no outward signs or
symptoms associated with Ad-36,

Dhurandhar said. Just because an
individual is overweight does not
mean he or she is a carrier of the
virus.
"Obese people are not necessarily
more likely to be infected than skinny
people," Dhurandhar explained in an
e-mail correspondence. "In fact, we
have found that in animals the virus
does its damage and then leaves."
Scientific studies suggest Ad36 has already infected 30 percent
of obese Americans, according to
an Agrosystems Research team's
medical abstract,citingDhurandhar's
research on PubMed. Although less
prevalent, the virus is also thought to
infect 11 percent of America's nonobese population, reports the same
abstract.
"Everyone needs to keep in mind
that while Ad-36 may be responsible
for some obesity (along with several
othercausesofobesity),"Dhurandhar
said.
"The treatment today is,
unfortunately, the conventional one:
diet and exercise, and in rare cases
drugs or surgery."
Once a body is infected, Ad-36
"demonstrates an amazing ability"
to attach itself to stem
cells,
says
Dhurandhar.

resulting in an infected individual
becoming more prone to obesity.
"The best way to avoid infection
by any such virus is to practice good
personal hygiene, such as handwashing," said Dhurandhar.
"Ad-36 may be a contributing
factor to the worldwide rising
problem of obesity," postulated the
Agrosystems Research team said in
its PubMed abstract.
Until a vaccine is discovered
for Ad-36, individuals can follow
Dhurandhar's
practical
advice
to safeguard themselves against
a possible viral infection. In the
meantime, both concerned and
curious scientists search for answers
to the virus.
Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmartinglytjiiliberty.edu.

' Mm

future he hopes is ahead of him.
"I want to fly into hurricanes with the
Noah Corps," he said. "They drop sonar
buoys, measure wind speed (and) check
the tradition of the storms."
The Wall of Fame also features some
new framed pictures - one shows the
late Dr. Falwell cutting off Trey's shirttail
and a large framed poem written by a
late airman of the Royal Canadian Air
Force. The airman, Pilot Officer Gillespie
Magee, was killed on Dec. 11,1941, but his
profound, rhythmic poem is now displayed
for students to contemplate. A few lines of
the poem's text were spelled in the icing on
the cake featured at the ceremony, which
was cut up and dished out following the
unveiling: "And by the silent lifting mind
I've trod... put out my hand and touched
the face of Cod."

Liberty Dining

OBESITY: Contagious and incurable
OPINION EDITOR

shirttails come from nine Liberty students:
Jerry "Trey" Falwell III, Tom Vonolszewski,
Elizabeth Partic, Matthias Wrede, Jacob
Perdew, Andrew Hollis, lames Mashburn
Jr., J. Michael Kennedy and Shelly Engel.
The shirttails on display will be rotated
several times a semester as, according to
School of Aeronautics Chairman Ernie
Rogers, two or three students fly their first
solo every week.
"1 think it's important because it allows
aviation students the chance to show their
accomplishments to the student body as
a whole," Rogers said of the display, also
mentioning the 60 that already hang in the
department's Ready Room.
"I love it - it's a good idea," Trey Falwell
said. His gray shirttail hangs on the Wall
of Fame commemorating June 13, 2006,
when he completed his first solo flight at
age 16. For Trey, aviation is a hobby, while
others intend to connect flying to their
plans tor the future.
Senior Kevin Martin's shirttail hangs m
the Ready Room, a symbol of hope for the

Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez@liberty.edu.

helps

S T R E T C H
students'
Amanda

meal

points

Ihomason

member making a purchase are eligible for the 5
NEWS REPORTER
percent discount at various locations on campus.
"I think any little bit of saving money is smart
With the economy crisis playing an immense and profitable. Nickels and dimes add up fast,"
role in today's society, Sodexo is helping to ease junior Max Andrews said. "1 think we forget that,
financial concerns of students and their families and 1 appreciate Sodexo's help."
with the recent 5 percent discount, ottered to
"1 honestly did not notice the discount at first,
students who use their meal points to purchase but once 1 realized it 1 thought it was really neat
food on campus.
because it helps spread our meal points even
Sodexo decided to do what it could to help ease further. The 5 percent really adds up" sophomore
the pressure on students, according to Marketing Brittney Stephenson said.
Manager of Liberty Dining Services Elizabeth
Sodexo made the decision to implement the
VanWingerden.
discount because of the tough financial situations
This new discount started on Monday, Feb. 2 many people are experiencing. They made this
and takes 5 percent off ofany meal purchased with assessment on their own, and it ironically was
meal points. All of the Liberty dining facilities, determined the same week that Chancellorjerry
including Doc's Diner, Ruber- Thomas Dining Falwell Jr. announced the lowering of tuition rates
Hall, Jazzman's and the Hangar are participating. next semester.
Any time a student or faculty member pays with
Ricky Murray, shift supervisor at Reber-Thomas
meal points, they will receive the discount.
Dining Hall, said that the company is always
"1 was pleasantly surprised to see that my meal looking for different ways to help students and
points were going farther than 1 thought they were otter top quality service. Even though 5 percent
going to go," senior Raphaela Torman said.
may not seem like much, it will add up and make
'[lie discount is shown at the end of the purchase a difference over time as students continue to take
and is printed on the receipt. Students are already advantage of the services ottered to them.
receiving a tax exemption separate from this new
"We are doing this because times are tough
discount. Meal tax in Lynchburg is at a high of 11.5 economically, and we know students, and our
percent, so students are receiving the privilege of faculty and staff are not exempt from those hard
not paying tax as well as the discount from Sodexo, times," VanWingerden said. "It may not seem like
according to VanWingerden.
much but it is just one way we are trying to alleviate
Neither meal swipes at the Reber-Thomas financial hardship. However we can help, we are
Dining Hall nor cash purchases are included in going to try.
this discount. It is only available when the payment
is made with Liberty's meal points. Any student
Contact Amanda Thomason at
with meal points oil his account and any faculty
ahthomason@liberty.edu.
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Jazz Street Grill
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11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Pancakes. Omelettes, & New
Orleans Favorites!
3009 Old Forest Rd
(434) 385-0100

Valentine's Special for Students
Dozen Red Roses Boxed
$39.95 - free delivery

• Sexual Abuse • ( ^ d e p e n d e n c y • A D D /

All major Credit Cards accepted.

ADI ID • Anger Issues • Same Sex Attractions

Arthur's Flower Cart
8125TimberlakeRd.
Lynchburg, VA 24502

434-239-2629
arthursflowercartonynchburg.com
All orders delivered to post office

Issues • Anxiety • Phobias • Compulsive

Behaviors • Pla\ Therapy • Baring Disorders

Flexible Hrs Mon - Sat
22174 Timlxrlake Rd Suite I) • Lynchburg, VA 234502

www.ccsofva.com

(434) 525-9006
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DEMOCRATS
ARE

SAYING

"In the midst of our greatest
economic crisis since the Great
Depression, the American people
were hoping that Congress
would begin to confront the great
challenges we face"
-Pres. BarackrObama (Fox)
"I don't care whether you're driving a hybrid or an SUV - if you're
headed for a cliftj you've got to
change direction."
—Pres. BarackObama (CNN)
"This election was about change,
not the same old trickle-down
tax cuts that don't work... [Republicans] want it all, tax cuts, or
most tax cuts... We tried it, it didn't
work, it's gotten us where we are
today." •
— Sen. Barbara Boxer (CNN)

Eric Taylor
CONTRIBUTIONG REPORTER

'Hie political winds of change
blowing through Washington D.C. are
attempting to clear out the dense smog
that has polluted our nation's capitol
for the last eight years. Politicians and
leading economists all warn of an
impending financial meltdown. The
American people deserve to know
what the new administration is doing
to avert this fiscal doomsday scenario.
For the past few months, this
nation's leaders have been debating
and comparing our crisis with that of
the Great Depression. The American
people are being hammered with the
idea that if Congress does not pass a
stimulus bill quickly, our economy will
succumb to a "catastrophic" collapse.
"If we don't move swiftly to put this
plan in motion, our economic crisis
could become a national catastrophe,"
warned President Barack Obama in
an ABC News article. "Millions of
Americans will lose their jobs, their
homes and their health care. Millions
more will have to put their dreams on
hold."
As "dreaming" college students,
the collapse of America's economy is
an issue of concern as it affects jobs,
income and our financial wellbeing.
But that does not mean we should
"swiftly put" any plan into action.
First, we must look closely at how

our Congress plans on spending the
American taxpayers money in order to
get us out of this economic black hole
and back on the road to prosperity.
Currently, the House and Senate
are working on a stimulus plan with
the purpose of preventing job loss and
re-energizing our economy, according
to a Washington Post article. The
problem is that the Democrats, who
now control both houses, are trying to
push through a huge spending bill that
will not stimulate the economy in the
near future.
While Obama's plan may help in
the short-term, it will actually harm us
in the long run due to the debt it will
create, according to the Congressional
Budget Office, a non-partisan
organization.
Consider a couple of numbers from
theso-calleddemocraticstimulusplan.
There is $50 million for the National
Endowment of the Arts, $650 million
for digital TV conversion coupons, as
well as $ 150 million to renovate the
Smithsonian, according to the Wall
Street Journal. And the list goes on.
Sure, these things might be worth
spending some money on, but they do
not do anything to promote growth in
our economy. So, let us call this bill
what it is — a monstrosity ofspending.
Rife with such negligent allocation of
funds, this stimulus package is a huge
waste of the taxpayers' dollars.
Meanwhile, the Republicans are

li|vlty"ipinioiii.!><|m.iil < o n

countering with a much smaller, more
specifically targeted stimulus package
aimed at tax cuts for small businesses.
While small businesses are defined
as employing 500 people or less,
they make up 99 'percent of the
workforce and sign 45 percent of our
nation's private paychecks. Because
of this, many politicians refer to these
employers as the "backbone" of
America, according to a Chicago SunTimes article.
Ultimately, if the stimulus package
neglectssmall businesses, we will break
our economic back and find ourselves
afinanciallycrippled country.
Small businesses have been a solid
engine of growth in our economy and
a driving force for low unemployment.
So, let us remove the non-stimulus
pork, cut small business taxes and start
creating more jobs to really "stimulate"
our economy.
It is inconceivable how some
politiciansbelievewecan simply spend
our way to prosperity. If we throw
fistfuls of cash at a blazing inferno, that
will only make the flames larger. Both
Democrats and Republicans need to
put aside their political predispositions
in a joint effort to push this economic
storm cloud back out to sea.
Contact Eric Taylor at
metaylor@liberty.edu

REPUBLICANS
ARE

SAYING

"Our country laces a grave economic crisis, and the American
people want us to work together.
They don't want to see us dividing
along partisan lines on the most
serious crisis facing our country."
Sen. Susan Collins, (CNN)
—Sen.
"The or
>nly thing this bill's going to
stimulate is more government and
more debt."
-Rep. Mike Pence (MSNBC)
think this can only be described
as generational theft."
—Sen. John McCain (The Hill)
iosed to be giddy that
r
spending $827 billion.
Frankly, I've had enough of this
bailout baloney."
sn. Mike Enzi (Fox)

Financing
health care
in a smokey haze
GRAPHIC BY ELIZABETH MORRISSEY

Tim Mattingly
OPINION EDITOR

After years of negative press, courtesy of
the General Surgeon, cigarettes are found
to promote good health in children. In tact,
these carcinogen-packed "cancer sticks" could
even saw a child's lite.
President Barack Obama and $33 billion
make all this possible. On Feb. 4, the new
president signed a bill funding the State
Children's Health Insurance Program
(SCHIP) in an attempt to provide more
children with healthcare, according to Fox
News.
The hefty S3.} billion tab will be picked up
by cigarette smokers via a tobacco tax hike.
Along with the SOUP bill, Obama increased
the federal cigarette excise tax by 62 cents,
bringing it |ust over $ I per pack, according to
a Forbes article.

"'Hie way 1 see it, providing coverage to 11
million children through CHIP is a down
payment on my commitment to every single
American," Obama said in a Miami Herald
article.
However, children are not the only
benefactors of this bill. With each pack
purchased, smokers poison their bodies,
inching their way closer to the obituaries. But
with the newly increased cost of cigarettes
in a time of economic hardship, there will
be a greater personal incentive to break their
addiction to nicotine.
Oddly enough, the SCHIP bill also poses
a unique opportunity tor the public relations
division of tobacco companies. Consider
the following advertisement: a little boy is
coughing and cries that he does not feel well.
A concerned yet powerless mother comforts
her child, while in the background a helpless

I thought it wou

father buries his face in his hands. The scene
fades and in its place appears the statistic: 11
million children have healthcare because of
cigarettes.
Anewcigarette company slogan will emerge
- "At least you helped children as you died."
And death is no stranger to the smoking
world. An estimated 438,000 people die from
cigarette-related deaths each year, according
to the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention. Not only is this type of taxation
a rare chance to make something good out
of something bad, but it can also be applied
to other products that the American people
cannot seem to do without.
One such "product," which could, easily
be taxed is alcohol, and like tobacco it's
responsible for a number of deaths. There are
over 100,000 fatalities each year as a result of
"excessive" alcohol consumption, according to

erest you to know th

mentioned m the hi
I could |U.st leave you hanging with that .statement, but 1 will expound
so 1 don't ruin your day,

THE
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the U.S. Department of Justice. Like tobacco,
alcohol can also become highly addictive.
Now is the time to enact such bills and
legislation. After all, we are a nation of great
opportunity, and now is the perfect time to
be opportunistic. Especially considering our
country's economic predicament and the
fact that in times of such high stress, many
Americans will inevitably seek solace in
unhealthy vices, such as smoking and alcohol
abuse.
Until people can prove they are capable
of sound judgment decisions, things such as
tobacco and alcohol should be heavily taxed
- call it a "stupidity tax." While we cannot
stop people from making bad choices, we can
make them pay.
Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.

[isobserv
II lis
observation ot ttie respect shown to women at Liberty w,ts accurate, and is something that makes out school stand out in a good way.
Liberty guys, for the most part, know how to treat women right.
Poors are opened, encouraging notes aw. sent, and lor the occasional

My roommate brought an article in the fashion magazine to my at-

music major, songs art written. I've even had guy friends say they are

tention last night entitled, "Dating the Evangelical Way." The article

praying for me on a regular basis. And once a year, during the epoch ol

was actually .in interview with aformerLiberty student The interview love (also known as Valentine's I >ay),flowersand other similar sentifocused on Ins observations of relationships at I iberty, specifically the ments are sent
dating dynamics around campus.

While flowers and chocolate might not be every girl's thing, some

"I came from this third-wave feminist thing where you don't hold

thing has to be said foi the thought behind the action. Being loved and

open doors or pull out chairs. And Id never properly gone out on a date.

respected in a godly way beats warding off catcalls at a drunken parly

At (my old school). >ttfasyour typical college hookup culture: go to aany day
party and case Out your options. People would hook up and then date.

So thank you, formei Liberty student, lor confirming that the men

At Liberty ... you have to ask the girl out in the right way. hold doors,

at Liberty Caa about women's integrity and value more than one night

pull out chairs. 1 had to get tutored on this. I thought I'd be terribly frus stands.
trated, but there was a lot about dating (at Liberty) that 1 son of Liked, Congratulations,guys. Chivalry lives, alter all,
the student said in the mlei \ tew.
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Certain Web sites cracking down on cyber-creeps
Tim Mattingly
OPINION EDITOR

Valentine's Day has been changed by
the increasingly social atmosphere of the
Internet. For many singles, Myspace or
Facebook surfing is a preferred alternative
to venturing out amongst the "twitterpated"
in public. Let's face it, there is nothing
worse than getting caught in the crossfire
of doe-eyed lovers, especially on a day that
mocks one's singleness.
So, on Valentine's Day, many singles
batten down the dorm hatches and lock
themselves in their rooms. However, while
being protected from the sappy spectacle
raging outside their boarded windows,
they are subjecting themselves to one of
the greatest dangers of our time — the
Internet.
Home to everyone and their one-eyed
uncle, the World Wide Web provides
near limitless possibilities for meeting new
people. But it is also prime hunting ground
for the festering pustules posed on the
underbelly of society — sexual predators.
Recognizing this, Myspace did a little
early spring-cleaning. O n Feb. 4, the social
networking site removed over 90,000 sex
offenders, reported the BBC article, "Sex
offenders booted from Myspace." This
push to remove predators came just in
time for Valentine's Day.
However, Facebook did not follow suit.
Perhaps the site has taken Punxsutawney
Phil's advice and is waiting six more weeks
before they do some spring-cleaning of
their own. This creates a potential problem
for those who seek the refuge of Facebook
on Valentine's Day.
An exodus of 90,000 sex offenders has
set out from Myspace and they have to go
somewhere. The next logical location is
Facebook, if they are not there already.
"Social networking sites remain rife with
sexual predators," Connecticut Attorney
General Richard Blumenthal warned in
the BBC article.
Another thing to keep in mind is that
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GRAPHIC BY ELIZABETH MORRISSEY

Facebook has its own "innovative and
complex" system for catching sexoffenders,
reports the same article. Through this
"system," Facebook was able to remove
4^000 sex offenders from its site — only
86,000 more to go.
But do not let these facts discourage
Facebook escapism on Valentine's Day.
Besides, potential predators are easily
avoided by staying away from unknown
people and profiles. And unlike 13-yearolds, college students should possess the

I Q t o recognize shady situations.
Unfortunately for Taegan Kofeldt of
nearby Bedford County, she is 13. The
Internet provided a gateway into her life
for Andrew Holloway, 21, according to
an ABC news article. The two reportedly
met over an online Xbox game, planned
to rendezvous and then run off to Canada
together. The first part of their plan went
smoothly, the second — not so much.
Holloway is now in police custody.
Despite the age difference, Holloway

do not turn out to be hare-brained
Holloways. After all, it is called the World
Wide Web, and what is a web without a
cunning spider. Or in this case, 90,000
spiders skittering around in search ot a new
nest and a tasty treat.

and Kofeldt apparently shared the same
IQ. Due to a slight budgeting oversight
and money issues - and by money issues,
I mean Holloway did not have any — the
runaway lovers were stranded in Bedford
County. So, instead of starting a new life
in Canada, they settled tor the next best
thing, which happened to be a patch ot
woods near Kofeldt's home.
With the coming of Valentine's Day,
sexual predators are prowling the Internet
hunting grounds. And most sex offenders

Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly@liberty.edu.

Love your neighbor as your cow
Rachel Barker OPINION REPORTER
6" Tim Mattingly OPINION EDITOR
Cows are not just something we can milk or eat whenever
we so choose. Well ... actually, we can. But before we sink our
incisors into a medium-rare masterpiece, consider this — cows
have feelings, too.
A new study released in England discovered that a "more
affectionate" treatment of cows, such as giving them names,
increases their milk productivity, according to the USA Today
article, "Naming cows isn't udder nonsense."
Dr. Catherine Douglas from the School of Agriculture, Food
and Rural Development at Newcastle University conducted the
cow psychology study. She found that a single cow produced an
average of 2,000 gallons ot milk per year, however "happy" cows
displayed an increased output of more than 6S gallons annually,
reports the USA Today article.
"1 think farmers have always thought that a good relationship
with cows helped, but I don't think they knew how," said Douglas
in the USA Today article.
Douglas's research was conducted as part of her Ph.D.
thesis on "the effects of positive treatment of cattle,"
according to USA Today. Her findings lend scientific
support to the long-time practice of dairy farmers where
they build a personal relationship with their cows.
"[Farmers] chat to [cows] in passing, not just roll in on
a tractor every now and then," Douglas said in the USA
Today article. "They walk amongst the cows and speak with
them."
Some farmers, such as Jan Bansen of Portland, Ore.
not only names their cows but also gets to know them as
individuals, reports USA Today. Each cow has its own
personality, explains Bansen in the article. Whether the
creatures are temperamental, playful or mischievous,
knowing and treating them as individuals is an important
aspect ot dairy farming.
However, the correlation between naming a cow and

Domino's Pizza

For Sale: 2002 Nissan
Sentra. Only 77,000 miles
Sharp, A/C CD Player,
good gas mileage. $4900
(Call 841-1566)

higher milk production is purely scientific. Douglas explains that
if a cow is uncomfortable it will become stressed, causing a milkinhibiting chemical, coritsol, to be released into its body, according
to USA Today.
Douglas also mentioned how the results ot the study were
very similar to the effects of human interactions, just as people
respond better to personal touch, cows also feel happier and more
relaxed if they are given a bit more one-to-one attention," Douglas
said in a Live Science article.
.The way of the dairy farmer demonstrates how feeling loved
gives new meaning to our lives. Unfortunately, many of us neglect
to demonstrate affection for the ones that matter most, causing
our relationships to suffer.
Contact Rachel Barker at
. rebarker@liberty.edu.
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Valentine's Day Is here again, and If all the snow and ice have you feeling less
lhan festive, Tournesol Tanning Studio will help you not only get that perfect gift for
your special someone, but also give a little glimpse of the summer warmth to come...
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WOMEN'
HOCKEY
llNATALIE LOZANO. NEWS EDITOR |
It was a weekend o( number* that began at 5 a.m.
Friday with 12 players, three coaches and one reporter
boarding a coach bus. Ahead of the 1 ,ady Flames
hockey team lay 28 hours of travel, six hours on the ice
and visits from two players' families, jfl
The team's first real stop alter arriving in Rhode Island was not the ice rink, but Tim Ho*rWnT a Canadian deli franchise renown for its coffee and donutis. .
Aside from two Virginians, the entire Flames roster
hails from New York or Ontario, so frequent visits to
Tun 1 lortpn'Swere a childhood tradition.
"It's a little taste of home," sophomore Brooke 1 Luffs of I lamilton, Out. said ••••
Another recurring subject over the weekend was
the lack of players available to the Lady Flames, a
Freshman forward Kate Flanders is recoveringfrom
an injury, and the team lost two girls after..Thanksgiving who decided not to return to Liberty.
With freshman Tierney Nelson sick and sophomore Leanne Niemi on a temporary break, junior
Parti Smith played between the pipes all tour games,
maintaining an average 89.3 saving percentage.
Essentially, Liberty is playing with just two lines
compared to the number ot alternates that larger,
state-funded schools have.
The University of Rhode Island (15-3-3 )'s roster is
deep to a fault, evidenced by the team's inability to tit
on the bench and a subsequent penalty Saturday for
having too many players on the ice.
"I felt we outplayed them (Rhode Island)... but we
just didn't have enough bodies," Head Coach Paul
Bloomlield said of Friday night's 3-2 overtime loss.
The most talked about incident of Friday's game
was referee-related, after freshman Caitlin Adams collided with a referee, pushing the ref oft balance, but
the movement cost Adams two minutes for unsportsmanlike conduct.
'Die next game was not as close, with a final score
of3-1.
"We were kind of scrambling a little bit and we just
need to play our positions a little bit better," freshman
Nicole Bonferrero said.
After the final buzzer of the Rhode Island
game sounded, the Flames traveled nearly four
hours to get to the University ol Massachusetts (UMass). The team arrived less than an
hour before the first puck dropped and faced the

- News Editor hits the
- road with the Lady
Flames hockey team

Minutewomen in an Olympic-size rink.
Hie game ended 7-3, but worse than the score was
Sarah Wilson's injury just seven seconds before the
final buzzer as she strained her ankle colliding with a
UMass player.
"I looked up and she was right there and I was just
like, 'Oh this is not going to be good,'" Wilson said.
Again a factor in play was the number of players that
UMass had to rotate in and out of the game.
K The team had more than two full lines available for
Iplay, compared to Liberty's single spare set.
"But I think the girls showed great character in the
fact that, even though the odds were against them,
(they) kept battling hard," Bloomlield said.
In between the UMass games, the Flames drove an
hour and a half to stay atformerplayer Kimberly Spanftgler's house in Worchester. However, the team did not
mind the long commute.
"You can sleep on the bus so it wasn't that bad," junior Patti Smith said. "I love the Spangler's though so I
might be biased."
Bloomlield encouraged the girls to gather their energy before the final game of the weekend at 1 p.m.
Sunday.
"When you get to this point the reservoir bucket is
pretty empty," Coach Paul Bloomlield said. "So you've
got to dig deep."
After an initial UMass three-goal run in the first
period, Liberty held the team throughout the second
and most of the third. In the end, however, the Lady
Flames came up empty handed, losing by a score of
4-3 against a top-ranked UMass team.
"We were really tired," Adams said." But we stuck till
the end and we never gave up."
Although four losses in three days sounds bad this
late in the season, the results may be helpful.
"Being out of the top four would allow us to play a
less competitive team in the first round of nationals
... like Ohio State or Penn State (who) we've already
beaten this year," Assistant Coach Scott Bloomlield
said.
The weekend road trip ended at 4:30 Monday
morning, after almost 72 hours away from campus.
The Lady Flames play the 18U Montgomery Blue
Devils in Maryland next weekend. The last home
game is Saturday Feb. 21 against the University of
Connecticut.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.

ROUGH ROAD TRIP— The Lady Flames suffered setbacks on the road this weekend, falling
twice to both Rhode Island and the University of Massachusetts.

•

SOFTBALL
Lady
Flames Struggle in Opening Toumann
IIJONATHAN THOMPSON. SPORTS REPORTER |
Liberty Lady Flames Softball's trip to Palm Springs,
Calif was clouded over by the sheer force of their nationally ranked opponents. When Coach Paul Wetmore and his team left for a weekend filled with five
games, three against top-20 opponents, they knew
they were in for some rough competition.
. The Lady Flames found out just how tough competing against the top can be, dropping their opening
games to Cal State Northridge and California on Friday, 13-0 and 15-1 respectively. Both games were cut
after five innings due to the mercy rule, which does
not allow teams to continue after five innings when
down by 10 or more runs.
"When you play nationally ranked teams it is intimidating, and we have a very young team lacking
experience," Wetmore said.
Senior Sarah Ellis and Sophomore Tiffany Smith
each picked up a loss for the Lady Flames, who
struggled to provide help for their pitching start!
Liberty could only muster two hits against Cal State
Northridge, compliments of junior J'nae Jefferson
and freshman Ashley Bensinger. One good sign for
Wetmore and his crew is that they also only accumulated two strikeouts.
The Lady Flames did not have much more success
against No. 17 California. Liberty would get three hits
in the game, one apiece from Jefferson, Freshman
shortstop Kelly Strickland and Freshman Kaylee
West. Liberty was able to come up with a run, but left
eight runners stranded on the base paths.
"I think we took a lot away from the games," Jefferson said. "Coach just said to take the positive and
leave the negative."
Torrential rainstorms on Saturday pushed the
Lady Flame's schedule to a late night affair against No.
14 Fresno State, as well as an altered schedule that pitted Liberty against UC Davis instead of previously
scheduled UC Riverside.
Ellis bounced back from a rough outing against
Cal State Northridge, in which she gave up nine runs
in tour innings, to have a solid game against Fresno
State. Big plays would be the downfall for the Lady
Flames in this game, as a lead-off triple by junior
Brooke Phipps in the thud inning would eventually
bring around the first run of the game for the Lady
Bulldogs.
Fresno State would add on a second run in the
fourth, after a double by sophomore left fielder Andrea Ortega, a sacrifice ground-out and an RBI single
by sophomore designated player Ryane Petersen.
'Ihe Lady Flames' bats were kept in check the entue

•

game by freshman standout Mackenzie Oaks, who allowed only one hit and gave up only three walks over
seven frames. Liberty would drop to 0-3 after their
2-0 loss and would have to wait for its first win of the
season.
"1 think, in thefirstgame, everyone as a whole was
trying to figure out hc/w aggressive we needed to be,
without being over aggressive," said Ellis. "For me it
was almost like a sujb-conscious nervousness, where
1 needed to be to pitch the game, and unfortunately it
cost my team 10 or 11 runs."
Due to the rain delay, Liberty would begin their
fourth out of five games over the weekend by facing
off against UC Davis immediatelyfollowingtheir loss
to Fresno State Saturday night
The Aggies would waste no time getting on the
board as their lead-off runner, senior second baseman
Julie Stauder, would make it all the way around the
bases on a walk, a stolen base and then an RBI single.
After a 1-2-3 inning for the Lady Flames, sophomore pitcher Alex Holmes would tack on another run
for the Aggies getting the first home run allowed by a
Liberty pitcher this year.
Liberty's struggles continued offensively, as the
Lady Flames were only able to come up with two hits,
both single by freshman outfielder Jenny Law and
Strickland.
. The Lady Flames' did have their chances in the
seventh when Jefferson reached base on afieldingerror and then advanced to third on two wild pitches.
A walk issued to freshman Meredith Baisden gave
Liberty runners on the corners, but a lineout by Bensinger closed out the game 5-0, UC Davis over Liberty.
No. 24 Long Beach State defeated the Lady Flames
on Sunday by a score of 5-2, leaving the Lady Flames
winless on their West Coast swing. However, Wetmore was pleased with his team's performance.
"It's not all about numbers," Wetmore said. ""1 was
very encouraged by the results of this weekend."
Ihe Lady Flames next contest does not get any easier as they take on perennial powerhouse Tennessee
on Feb. 24 in a doubleheader.

Contact Jonathan Thompson at
jmthompsoni9>liberty.edu.
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LIBERTY BASEBALL
SET TO
RING IN

2009 SEASON

Hollinger is on the pre-season Brooks Wallace
Player of the Year Watch List, and coming off the best
Records are not enough. The highest win total for year of his career. He finished in the top-10 of the Big
a first year baseball coach at Liberty is not enough. South in runs, hits, RBIs, doubles and total bases. He
Neither is throwing the most strike outs, scoring the also led the conference behind the plate, throwing out
most runs and hitting the most doubles in Liberty a league leading 26 base runners and only had
four, passed balls.
history.
"We need another solid season
The Flames baseball team hopes to improve on the
2008 season, which led to a second place finish in the from Hollinger leading the
Big South for the third consecutive year. The goal for pitching staff" Toman said.
Holling'er's
effectiveness
2009 is to win the Big South and earn a berth in the
catching will benefit Liberty's
NCAARegionals.
"1 don't want to get second place again. I'm tired of top starting pitcher, Umberger.
getting second place. It's not going to happen for the Umberger was second in the
Errol
fourth straight year," senior catcher Errol Hollinger Big South with eight wins and
had 88 strikeouts to lead the
Holinger
said.
"It was bittersweet at the end, but we were about league.
"Umberger is going to be the
five innings away from Regionals," Coach Jim Toman
Friday night starter. He works extremely
said.
To reach their goals, the Flames will rely heavily hard and is a bulldog on the mound," Toman said.
This year he just wants to keep his team competitive
on their captains, Hollinger and pitcher Dustin
Umberger.
when the ball is in his hands.
"Last year, 1 had a lot of iffy starts, and this year 1
"Hollinger and Umberger are solid guys oh and off
just want to give my team a chance to win every time I
thefield,and they are great leaders," Toman said.
11 JORDAN LOSASSO. SPORTS REPORTER I

is sophomore Jeftjefferson, who will be starting in left
pitch," Umberger said.
Tlie senior duo will be working together for field. Junior transfers Curran Redal and Casey Brown
their fourth season as Flames. The years have built a will fill the remaining outfield slots at center field and
combination of trust and confidence between the right field, respectively.
In addition to Umberger, sophomore Steven Evans,.
teammates.
"We rely on each other. 1 trust him and he trusts junior Mark Swanson and junior Shawn Teufel make
me, and we on are the same page," Umberger up the team's probable starting rotation.
said.
The Flames boast an impressive out of conference
The only other senior starter is Cody schedule this year, which should bode well tor
Brown, Liberty's leading returning conference play. Liberty plays No. 6 Ole Miss in the
hi tteraccordingto Toman. Brown will Coca-Cola classic to start the season on Feb. 20. They
make the move across the diamond also travel to the University of North Carolina, who is
from third base in 2008 to first base ranked between first and third on most national polls.
in 2009. Last year, Brown hit .341 Other top non-conference opponents include Duke,
and finished in the top five of the Big N.C. State, South Alabama, Mercer, Virginia and
South with 52 RBIs, 19 doubles and a Virginia Tech.
»
"We have a really good non-conference schedule
team-leading nine home runs.
Two freshmen and a newcomer will be this year so that should prepare us for the conference
anchoring the rest of the infield. Freshman Matt games," Toman said.
Williams is expected to take over at shortstop and
Liberty's first home game will be played against
*
freshman Tyler Bream at third base. Junior newcomer Manhattan on Feb. 28 at noon.
PJ. Jimenez is the likely starter at second base.
In the outfield Liberty will be adding speed and
Contact Jordan LoSasso at
jlosasso@liberty.edu.
more potent defensive play. The lone outfield returner

^
I dot*
want to get
second plare
again.
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HOCKEY
Continued from B1
Less than a minute later, sophomore Jonathan Chung took a pass from Stephen
Moller, and, after some fancy stick work,
beat the Duquesne goalie to extend the
advantage to 3-1.
Tlie Flames pulled away in the third period, recording five goals, three of which
came from sophomore Adam Docksteader. Smith also added a short-handed
score, his second goal of the night, as the
Flames cruised to an 8-1 victory.
Way stopped 27 of 28 Duquesne shots
to pick up the win as Liberty out-shot
Duquesne 45-28 on the night.
"When you come oft a weekend like
we did, facing No. 2 Perm State, you
tend to come out a little flat when you
face a team like Duquesne, but we told
the boys they need to be aggressive and
they responded," Associate Head Coach
Jeff Boettger said. "We need to come out
with the same intensity tomorrow night
like we did in the third period to get the
sweep."
On Saturday night the Flames came out
flat, and Duquesne once again pounced
on the opportunity as Brad Roth took a
loose puck and found the back of the net
just 44 seconds into the game to stake the
Dukes to a I -0 lead.
I lowever, the Flames responded a few
minutes later when junior detenseman
Dave Semenyna took a Kyle Dodgson
pass and lit the lamp on the power play
tor Ins team leading 21st goal of the year

to tie the game at one.
Captain Zac Bauman .later put the
Flames ahead, as he sent a shot into the
back of the net late in thefirst,and Dodgson added his 17th goal of the year, putting the Flames up 3-1.
Tlie Flames wasted little time adding
to the lead in the second period as senior
Josh Ahier slammed home a rebound,
notching his sixth goal of the season.
Smith picked up his fifth goal in three
games midway through the second off
an assist from Dodgson. Luke Wawrzeniak got the Dukes on the board minutes
later as he notched a power play goal and
closed the gap to 5-2.
Chung halted any hope of a Duquesne
comeback as he banged home a loose
puck late in the second to extend the lead
to 6-2.
Bauman capped the scoring with a
power play goal in the third period and
Matt Urso added a late Duquesne goal in
the third, but the Flames picked up their
first sweep of 2009 with a 7-3 win.
"It was good to get going after allowing
the first goal and the coaches continued
to preach a more aggressive style of play.
This forced their defense to make a few
more mistakes so we were able to capitalize," Bauman said.
Tlie Flames will host Robert Morris
University next weekend as part of Liberty's College for a Weekend festivities.
Both games are set to start at 7:30 p.m.
DODGING THE DUKES— Kyle Dodgson (71) avoids a Duquesne defender during the Flames 8-1 victory on Friday
Contact BJ Williams at
night inside the taHaye Ice Center. Dodgson scored tils 17th goal of the season In Saturday night's 7-3 victory.
bjwilliams@liberty.edu.
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Sparkplug Stephene
• m• • • •

IICHRIS MCNAIR, SPORTS REPORTER

V

I ibert) mi.ml lohnnv Stephene has been n n M ^ i h o r t
of a tremendous excitement boost for tbaflames basket ball team this season. Hailing from B ( f l B Beach, Fla.,
the redsliirt freshman guard brings a unique talent to the
table and has exceeded the expectations of many in this
hisfirstseason as a Flame.
But before this season, Stephene was just a spectator
looking from the outside in. It hasn't been an easy battle
for him, but his will and determinatiort goes to show that
anything can be accomplished with hard work and dedication.
Last season, as a freshman, Stephene had to sit out the
whole season due to failure to meet NCAA academic
requirements. Obviously he wanted to contribute to the
team, but the fact that he could not, upset him.
Head Coach Ritchie McKay
admired his guard's perseverance
throughout last season's ordeal especially in the classroom.
"After he got the ruling from the
NCAA stating he couldn't play,
he ended up paying his own way
and actually making the Dean's
list last spring," McKay said.
With regards to sitting out last
season, Stephene said, "It was real
difficult because I don't like watching basketball and not being able to play."
Any passionate basketball player would undoubtedly
say the same if they were in that particular situation. But
he went on to explain how he would attend the practices
but not participate, and how it was not fun. He feels that
now that his time has come, his excitement has been rejuvenated.
Stephene's interest in Liberty canie from McKay's confidence in him, and when he came to Liberty for his visit,
he immediately liked it.
Only a couple of small schools were interested in him
after he completed high school, but McKay telt a dose
of Stephene was exactly what Libert)' basketball needed.
Ever since, he's been abletomesh well with his teammates,
which is something that is important in any program.
Stephene summed up this year's team plain and simple,
"We're all family. It's like we're brothers. We go through
bad times and struggle just like a family does."
Stephene's love for the game of basketball was sparked
at a young age — he began playing in seventh grade —
however it was a year later in eighth grade when he decided he wanted to play at the collegiate level.

provides energy boost off bench

Other than lighting up the Vines Center, Stephene
is just a normal college student He loves to watch NBA
and college basketball on TV, especially point guard Jeff
Teague from Wake Forest, whom he considers the best
player in college basketball. On the court, he serves as the
team's sixth man and his play this season has impressed
even the most experienced of Flames.
"He's really quick, probably one of the fastest guys I've
ever played with," teammate Anthony Smith said. "Off the
court, he's real cool, laid back and funny. Basically he just
likes to have fun."
Stephene went on to explain what he likes most about
being a Liberty Flame. Surprisingly, it's not the capacity
crowds or the admiration he receives from the fans, but it
actually has to do with his faith.
"Coach [McKay] just doesn't concentrate on basketball.
He teaches us about life and howtobe a better Christian,"
Stephene said. "I value his Christian leadership and
if I didn't have him around to encourage
me to read my Bible everyday, I would be a
wreck."
It is clear that Stephene wants to inject
his energy off the bench as the sixth man
— which is exactly what McKay is looking for from the first year player.
"It's kind of hard getting taken in and out
for simple mistakes, but I just try to keep it
positive because sitting on the bench can
bring negativity and confusion," Stephene
said.
"He has such explosiveness and he can score and get
into the lane and create for others. His contribution is vital
to our success as a team" McKay said after the Flames recent 78-66 win over UNC-Asheville.
Stephene showcased that explosiveness during the
Asheville game, as he scored eight straight points at one
juncture of the contest, including two three-pointers and a
driving layup, proving that he can score in bunches coming
offMcKay's bench. Earlier in the season, Stephene nearly
helped Liberty claim a victory over Saint Louis, scoring a
career-high 15 points in 29 minutes of action.
There is still more ofJohnny Stephene to see throughout the rest of the 2008-2009 season, and the 6-foot-2
sparkplug even hinted at a possible NCAA Tournament
appearance. It will be interesting to see if Stephene can
help make that a reality.

CC We go

through had
times and
struggle just
like a family

does." yy

Contact Chris McNalr at
cjmcnair@liberty.edu.

SPEED RACER— Stephene's strength and speed are his biggest weapons on the court
as he showcases the abiliity to beat his defender and finish strong at the rim.
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Christian Leadership to Change the World
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Tiffany Edwards
LIFE! REPORTER

Dr.Jerry Falwell established Liberty University in 1971 in order "to
develop Christ-centered men and
women with the values, knowledge
and skills essential to impact tomorrow's world." in 2009, five Lib'
erty students joined themarr/other
students who are working to nuke
Dr. Falwell's dream a reality
Smile 4 Africa is .1 ministry
founded and stalled entirely by
Liberty international students.
Founder and President ol Smile 4
Africa, Albert Mavunga is a .sophomore Speech Communication major Irom Bukwayo, Zimbabwe, Mavunga along with his twin brother
Allen Mavunga and their friends
Doreen Kessy, Al intayo Rockson
and Paul Dakum created the organization.
Smile 4 Africa's mission is to
spread the gospel through the continent of Africa while distributing
basic necessities that tend to be
overlooked while caring for those
affected by war and illness, such
as educational supplies, food, hygienic products and rehabilitating
diminished or compromised water
supplies in areas otneed.
Established in 2008, Smile 4 Africa is currently in the process of
registering as a.non-profit organization in the state of Virginia. Mavunga was able toreceivehelp from
Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr., Dr.
Elmer Towns and Pastor Johnnie
Moore in meeting with the mayor
of Lynchburg to register Smile 4
Africa as a non-profit organization.
Mavunga founded the organization
in response to God's command to
"go into all the world and preach
the gospel." Smile 4 Africa's main
objective is to bring hope and aid to
the continent ofAfrica.
"Our motherland, Africa, has

been viewed as a dark continent, Zimbabwe. 'The organization held
full of sorrow and inhabited by an a fundraiser movie night feaimpoverished, helpless people des- turing Hotel Rwanda on Feb,
tined for disaster," Mavunga said on 6, where they sold drinks
Smile 4 Africa's Web site. "I believe and popcorn for $1
there is more to my homeland than each and Smile 4
meets the eve I believe we are a Africa T-shirts
people with immeasurable poten- lor
SIO
tial, full of dreams and more than a p 1 e c e .
capable of making Africa a success,
Ihe group
also
Smile 4 Africa's latest projects is
involve food aid to live orphan- planning
ages, school supplies to 11 schools other acand water sanitation projects. 'Ihe tivities
projects will be taking place in 'Zim- to raise
babwe within the next 12 months. m micv
Zimbabwe has recently been suf- and camawarefering Irom catastrophic economic pus
about
turmoil and inflation, AS well as a ness
cholera pandemic due to poor wa- Smile 4 Africa, inter sanitation and the inability of cluding movie nights,
the local governments to procure concerts, poetry nights,
chlorine to treat water supplies. sports tournaments and nights of
The organization plans to expand prayer.
to all S3 countries in Africa within
"We are trying to see if we can
the next IS years, building orphan- get together things that would get
ages, hospital, schools, churches students interested, because it's a
and providing food and employ- university, there are different levels
ment opportunities for the impov- of interest -anything that could
erished millions all over the con- draw students' attention," Healthtinent. Within the next five years, care Director Paul Dakum said.
they hope to accomplish projects "We'll build rallies, go into any maand establish ministries in Somalia, jor football game, anything that can
Ethiopia, Uganda, Rwanda and the show that we are trying to do someCongo.
thing here (and) that we need you
"Most people across Africa need to listen to us."
Smile 4 Africas objectives dehelp. For us, it's more about one
person at a time. Wherever there pend heavily on campus awareness
are children and youth in need of at Liberty—objectives will potenfood, or a school in need or desks tially impact millions of lives in Afor a hospital in need of beds, we rica physically and spiritually.
are willing to help, regardless of
"To most Africans, three meals
nationality, language or tribe," Vice- a day is a luxury. People cannot afPresident and Education Director ford food, let alone medical attenDoreen Kessy said. "It's high rime tion. Failed governments continue
we put diplomacy aside, and com- to oppress their own people," Kessy
municate as human beings."
said. (Africa) is taken forgranted.lt
During the 2009 spring semes- Ls fair to say that a man would rather
ter, Smile 4 Africa is focused on rais- work hard to feed his children than
ing money for trips planned during tofightcorruption. Their hands are
the spring and summer breaks to tied."

Mavunga went on
to emphasize the immediate need lor ordinary people to rise
up and help those in
need, even if they are on
the other side of the world.
"As the privileged founder
of Smile 4 Africa, I believe
God has given me the mandate
to rise up as the voice of truth
the hand of compassion and
the rebuijder of the walls of
Africa," according SmiIe4Atrica.org. "With the grace and
favor of God on our side we
will not cease to serve Africa
in any way possible. Together we
will become 'the' smile for Africa
and see a continent rise from glory
to glory and faith to faith. May God
help you and me to be instruments
of his love in Africa, the continent
of dreams."
For more information about
Smile 4 Africa, visit the Web site at
SmiIe4Africa.org.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
tredwards2@liberty.edu.
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DLP student spins to win

Danielle Talbert
LIFE! REPORTER

Each year, approximately 3,200 people audition to
be a contestant on Wheel of Fortune; but less than
500 are lucky enough to appear on the show, according to wheelorlortune.com.
Jenna Morehart, a Liberty DLP student from Arkansas, is one ot the lucky few.
Morehart appeared on the show Feb.5 and went
home with a trip to Paris and almost $7,000 in prize
money. She said she is excited to visit Paris, but does
not know any French.
Her grandmother is a big fan of the show, hut
Morehart and her husband do not plan their day
around it. She said that is what made her appearance
on the show ironic.
"Ifwe're home, we'll watch it. If not, that's okay too,"
Morehart said.
Morehart's husband had originally wanted to he
on the show but urged her to pursue it. She felt it
would be a tun experience.
"(Being on the show) was the most unexpected
thing in the world," she said.
Morehart said she could see God's hand in every
event that led her to be on the show.
Tire whole process started in November 2008.

Morehart drove out to Conway, Ark. where the
Wheel Mobile had stopped tor the weekend. She put
her name in the same bucket as 3,000 other people.
Her name was drawn seventh on the first night. She
then stood in front ot a video camera to briefly tell
the judges about herself She was told she would be
sent an e-mail if the judges wanted her to appear at
thefinaljudging in Little Rock in January.
"I wasn't banking on going," Morehart said. She
did not think she had done well on the puzzle exam.
When Morehart was told she would be one of 65
contestants to compete in thefinalaudition, she was
surprised.
"You could cut the tension with a knife," Morehart
said. "1 went in laughing, thinking it was just cool to
be there. I wasn't a diehard tan like everyone else."
Morehart was told that she would be contacted if
she was in the top 10, another simulated game would
be played, and her name would be put in a bucket for
up to two years. It her name was drawn, she would
receive a two-week notice call. Again, she thought it
would never happen.
"I was talking to my brother on Friday when the
call came. 1 jokingly said it was the Wheel of Fortune,
and it was," Morehart said.
Morehart was told a contestant for the Thursday
show had cancelled, and she was eligible for the spot.

Hesitant atfirst,Morehart prayed about it.
"I said, 'Lord, is this what you want us to spend
money on?'" she said. She was careful not to get
caught up in the emotion of it all, but said she could
sense God's hand in the situation.
Morehart took oft work, round a deal on airfare and a hotel and was in Los Angeles, Calif on
Wednesday.
'flie taping took all day Wednesday, and the Moreharts arrived home from their whirlwind trip at 9:30
a.m. the next day.
Before participating in Liberty's DLP program,
Morehart graduated from Moody Bible Institute.
She is currently working on her master's degree in art
and religion with an emphasis on biblical studies.
The Moreharts intend to apply with the International Mission Board to go overseas, but had to get
rid ot any debt before they are allowed to do so. She
counts the prize money as a blessing to help pay off
student loans so that she and her husband can continue to do God's work.
Contact Danielle Talbert at
detalbert@liberty.edu.

Unemployment is not an option

Mandi Forth
LIFE REPORTER

For many of the seniors graduating jn May 2009,
the idea of getting a job in the current economic situation may appear daunting. However, even though
many places around the country are cutting jobs and
laying off workers, Lynchburg still has companies and
businesses that are capable of hiring.
Many companies and businesses are still seekingout
workers, especially graduates from Liberty University.
Companies like Areya, BWXT (a nuclear plant) and
some other local businesses like Walgreens, Nationwide, J. Crew and several different police stations are
attending a Career Premiere Job Fair at Liberty just to
seek out Liberty students as potential employees.
'Ihe fair is hosted by Liberty's career center. In addition to the job fair there are other events the center
is hosting, such as the internship fair and the etiquette
dinner, allowing students to meet with potential em
ployers and establish excellent networking opportunities.
"Businesses locally like to hire Liberty students because they re usually loyal, moral and ethical employees," Director of the Career Center Carrie Barnhouse
said.
For many students who need assistance with find-

ing local companies that are looking to hire, they can
use LUnetWORK. Resembling services like Monster,
com or Careerbuilder.com, LUnetWORK is strictly
for Liberty students who want to get hired by local
companies or for the companies who are familiar with
the university
and seeking employees from
Liberty.
However,
75-80 percent
of all job positions are not
listed on any
Web site,
according
to Nicole
I owes the
director
of development
111 the career center.
Ihe career center has several tips
and different events to help Liberty students gain the
knowledge they need to successfully network, which
will help them meet the people they need to meet
and make a lasting impression. Lowes suggested that

students call companies where they would like to find ter graduation, and 15 percent of those students who
employment and ask for an informational interview, are unemployed after graduation are pursuing gradubecause a face-to-face inquiry will strengthen chances ate school. One way to prevent unemployment is to
of getting employed there. Lowes also said that the stand out, according to Career Center Coordinator
best thing a student can do is be prepared.
Tara Dunne.
"Make sure your professional skills are up to par. If
"Employers are more likely to hire someone with
they are not, attend workshops to get them up to
experience. But students need to have realistic expecpar," Lowes said.
tations," Dunne said. "In our job market today, they
can't realistically expect to step into a $60,000 paying
job. More and more people have bachelors and masters degrees these days, so experience is what is going
to ... set them apart from the rest of the pack."
I )unne also explained that many students can take
advantage of the fact that companies are laying off
their highest paid workers for college graduates because they require less pay. However, according to the
experts in the career center, students who are looking to get hired should take advantage of internships
and part-time jobs that are connected to their career
to help them get the hands on experience needed to
make them stand out when seeking a job
Contact Mandi Forth at
ajforth@liberty.edu.

'Ihe
statistics
taken from last year's graduating class
show that one in-five students do not have a job af

IT'S TOUGH BEING A WOMAN
So Take a Coffee Break

"Even though there has only been one
^^^^'-.since regular Bible studies are the life of Esther, according to Bunyard.
Cduring the'day and, of course, women It uses Biblical and historical background meeting so far, I really like it," Mullins
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Basket Case, locatedfp2909 Old Forest Roafflffig
you covered this Valentines' Day. With a large assortment. Valentine's Day
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Arthur's FlowefJJI
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Arthur's Flower Car{M]pft
cated on 8125 TimbjrjllR'
Road, is an FTD WmMh
shop with a large v a r S | M ? |
variousflowersperfect for .'•
anyone who is special to
you. So if yo'ujarejhpt quite
sure what to say s'ay^^M^
flowers. For mori^Sf||||g|j
mation, visit ArthursflOwercartoflynyJTO&rg-^n^;
Hours or operatipn^^^
Monday through F f | | | | j | | |
a m to 5 p.m. and Safci^^g
9 a m to 3'p.rri. .' ;•'.

Porter House
Restaurant
The Porter House resltaurant, located-at 26, Old
Graves Mill Road, offers
^ ^ L ^ a l j ; dining exper£
ence'iri a Gfeijlpriosphere;.
^ y . ^ ^ d specialties' are
seafood and prime ajiguf
beef, but that is not afl
this restaurant has to offer;.
For a complete menu arid
more information;-^^M^ -theporterhouserestauranfe
com. Hours of operation
are Monday through Sat
urday 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.

The Farm Basket
The Farm Basket, located at 2008 Langhorne
Road, is Lynchburg s largest and most unique girt
shop and cafe. The Farm
Basket is a relaxing place
to shop and catch a mte to
eat. For more information
and to'view a full menu,
visit Thefarmbasket.com.
The shop's hours of operation are Monday through
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 pm.
Cafe hours of operation
are Monday through Saturday 10 am. to 3 p,m.

